Commentary: Measuring the success of blinding in RCTs: don’t, must, can’t or needn’t?
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Elsewhere in this issue, Asbjorn Hrobjartsson and his colleagues at the Nordic Cochrane Center present an analysis of the success of blinding in a random sample of entries in the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, adding to the recent analyses of ‘blinded’ trials from ‘top journals’ published by Dean Fergusson and his colleagues and of trials identified through MEDLINE, Cochrane registries, and ‘high-impact-factor journals’ by Isabelle Boutron and her colleagues (No article appeared in all three reviews, and only three articles appeared in two reviews.) The first two teams found that only 2 and 8% of the ‘blinded’ trials they unearthed had tested for blindness, respectively. Furthermore, in all three studies, these tests concluded that blinding was successful half of the time or less. Thus, the vast majority of ‘blinded’ trials don’t report testing whether study participants or those who care for or assess them can identify which treatment was given.

Must blinded trials test for blindness? The authors of these three reviews all favour improved testing and reporting, but none outright insist that it must be measured in every blinded trial. Moreover, the CONSORT checklist of items to include when reporting a randomized trial is being modified to remove the sentence: ‘If done, how the success of blinding was evaluated.’ Thus, none of these sources insist that all blinded trials must test for blindness.

This reluctance is well-founded. Testing for ‘blindness’ may not, and often can’t, generate valid answers. As soon as study participants begin to have events, they, their fellow participants who remain event-free, and care-givers for both groups begin to generate ‘hunches’ about the efficacy of the treatments being tested. This dawned on our research group 30 years ago in a factorial trial of aspirin and sulfinpyrazone for preventing stroke in patients with transient ischaemic attacks (TIAs). At the end of the trial, but before we told them its results, study neurologists were asked to predict both the overall study results and the regimens for each of their patients. With four regimens, we would expect blind clinicians to guess the correct one for 25% of their patients. As it happened, they did statistically significantly worse than chance, correctly identifying regimens for only 18% of their patients! Our faulty reasoning was exposed when we examined their predictions of the overall study results: they had predicted that sulfinpyrazone was efficacious and aspirin was not, precisely the reverse of the trial’s actual result. It then dawned on us that we were not testing our neurologists for blindness, but for their hunches about efficacy. When their patient had done well they tended to predict they were on (what they mistakenly thought was effective) sulfinpyrazone, and when they had done poorly, on placebo or (what they mistakenly thought was ineffective) aspirin. How fortunate for us all that their hunches were wrong. If they had been correct, the interpretation of our end-of-study test for blindness would be that they had broken the randomization code. End-of-trial tests for ‘blindness’ can’t be done with validity, because they can’t distinguish blindness from hunches about efficacy. Moreover, although it often is appropriate to test regimens before a trial to be sure that they are indistinguishable, testing for blindness early in a trial, before any events and the consequent hunches have occurred, can’t predict its status later in the trial.

Might it be possible that we needn’t test for blindness, and that efforts to do so are better spent elsewhere? This alternate view begins by relegating blinding to the level of process, rather than an end in itself. It then redirects our attention away from testing for blindness to testing for the bias-generating consequences of its loss. The first consequence of concern is contamination: this can occur when participants or their care-givers discover they are ‘controls’, and obtain the experimental treatment outside the trial, often ‘just to be sure’ that they get it. The second bias-generating consequence is co-intervention: this can occur when sympathetic care-givers provide non-study, but effective, interventions to participants they know to be controls. The third consequence is biased event reporting, and brings us back to ‘hunches’, but from the other direction. The participant who suspects or knows they are on the ‘better’ treatment may downplay symptoms and deny mild events. Similarly, the study clinician who suspects or knows a participant is on the ‘better’ treatment may downplay that participant’s symptoms and under-report ‘soft’ clinical findings and mild events.
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Of course, these biases can arise from other causes. For example, contamination can arise from allocation errors, co-intervention from treatments received outside a trial, and all three can be the result of hunches about efficacy.

Unlike blindness, these bias-generating consequences can be measured. Moreover, they can be measured repeatedly, at any time during or after a trial, whenever they matter. For example, in our TIA trial, we repeatedly looked for contamination by carrying out periodic blood tests that searched for distinctive aspirin effects on platelets and distinctive sulfinpyrazone effects on serum uric acid. Because the detection and treatment of hypertension can sharply reduce the risk of stroke, in our carotid endarterectomy trial we tested for co-intervention by monitoring all participants’ blood pressures at each follow-up visit, pestering the clinicians caring for both groups to equalize the control of their hypertension. Finally biased outcome reporting could be examined by determining whether the degree of agreement between a blind adjudicator and a study clinician that a participant had suffered an outcome event was the same for experimental and control participants.

Trialists (and those who appraise their results) need more and better measures of these bias-generating consequences, whether they arise from the loss of blindness, the development of hunches, or any other cause. Might current efforts directed at measuring blindness be better spent devising and applying these measures?

We neither can nor need to test for blindness during and after trials, but we must bear in mind the bias-generating consequences that result from its loss. These are what will give trialists the vision they need to decide how confident they should be about their results.
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